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ABSTRACT 

Usually ferrites are used in tunable cavities of 
particle accelerators hardware. Properties of ferrite5 
(especially permeability) strongly depend on frequency. 
fittempts to use usual codes (like SUPERFISH Cl31 to 
evaluate RF cavity characteristics in wide frequency 
range give unreliable results. Using finite element5 
method, special code was developed to calculate 
fields, exited b!. beam current, in cavities with either 
rotational or translational symmetry and arbitrary 
cross-section, be1 “W cut-off. In general case 
nonhermitian tensor with frequency dependent components 
describes the properties of material. Some examples of 
application are given. 

JNTRDDUCTION 

One of most serious problem in the development of 
high intensity cyclic accelerators is one to construct 
chamber with possible low impedance. In f requencv 
range be1 ow ..ilt-of f are essent i al narrow-band 
impedances due to RF cavities of the accelerating 
system. Rs usual, to change operating frequency during 
accelerating cycle, RF cavities partially filled with 
ferrite are used. The permeability of the ferrite 
essential 1 y depends on frequency and RF 1 asses in 
ferrite may exceed RF losses in cavity walls in 
several orders. For these reasons problem of simulation 
of the electromagnetic field distribution (especially 
for high order modes) can not come to 1 i near 
eigenvalue problem, as it is done in usual codes for RF 
cavities calculations. 

FORMULATION :?- THE PROBLEM _- -_ __I 

Consider the problem of excitation of the cavity 
with driving beam current given by 

j = j. 

-k 

r* exp(- ?) 
?a 

(1) 

where CI is “effective radius” of the beam. The factor 
exp(-iwt) has been omitted from all fields and 
currents. 

The distribution of the fields depends on ferrite 
state. In difference of isotropic dielectrics, tensor 
describes permeability of the ferrite. The components 
of this tensor depend on frequency, ferrite properties 
and external crrnditions f value and direction af 
external magnetit- field). 

We assume cavity to be divided in several 
subregions, filled with material. Within one subregion 
components of ths tensor do not depend on coordinates. 
Consider ferrite as a material with given properties, 
we don’t take into, account dependence of properties on 
electromagnetic field vallre (low 1 eve1 regime). 
Permittivity of all materials assumed to be complex 
constant. Let’s consider typical (and interesting for 
practice) variant5 in cavities with rotational 
symmetry. 

MONOPDLE MOQEZ IN GYR@TROPIC LOSSY MEDIUM 

In the case of isotropic dielectric only one 
independent varj able 

(“P Or E P 
1 is needed to describe 

fkll I field dist.rib&ion for monopole modes. When 
ferrite is in gyrotropic state and permeability tensor 
has nondiagonal components, subdivision into TM and TE 
modes is illegjtimate and two independent variables are 
needed. Fifter analysis of all cottple possible H 

(1 
together with E were chosen. 

P 

Assilminq permeability tensor giveq 123: 

;= 
cc iv, 0 

-ic1, P 0 
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After transformation Maxwell equations are driven 
equatior,s: 
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at the boundaries ferrite-i sotropi c dielectric or 
ferrite-vacuum condition to make tangential components 
of fields cont.inuous must be satisfied. Problem 
formitlation (3) with permeability tensor (2) describes 
60 called ‘perpendicularly biased’ state of the 
ferrite. External constant magnetic field is along z 
axis and RF magnetic field is in azimuth direction. 

MONOPOLE MODES IN ISOTROPIC LOSSY MEDIUM 

If external magnetic field and RF one are parallel 
or external field is switched off, the permeability 
tensor becomes diagonal 

P 0 @ 

;= o&do (4) 

0 0 P 
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Jn this case (it may be considered as partial case 
of (3) with pa =(I) usua’ equation for H (or E for 

P P 
TE nodes) is valid: 

B l&H - - + i- > ; F - d,,Hp 
aj 

=- (5) 
Br r ar L m 

MErHoU OF SOLUTION 

We assume each componenri of the permeability tensor 
to be complex value and solve problem relative to 
cosplex amplitudes of H a-4 r and 

P 9’ 
Dividing real 

imaainarv Darts in equations and boundary conditions. 

without ferrite we shall obtain modes spectrum and 
impedance values as it shown in Fig. 2a. Suppose 
ferrite to have properties of the isotropic dielectric 
with constant permeability and permittivity (Re ~1 -2.6, 

Jm @~.6$10-~, Re E =14, Im c =1.4C10V3J we find new 
spectrum (Fig.2b). Calculation5 for these ex amp 1 es 
were made with using MULTIMODE 141 code (it is ‘usual’ 
code for RF cavity calculation and losses in the 
dielectric are calculated using usual perturbation 
theory). 

If we try to approximate real properties of the 
ferrite in the case of external magnetic field in z 
direction, components of the tensor in (2) are CZI: 

Re p = 1 + 4nD-JyMo~~(ti~-02) 

we have’ numerical ‘problem for four independent 
variables in (3) and for two variables in (5). 

Problame, described above, are solved with using 
fioite elements method in Galerkin formulation. In 
this formulation the continuity of tangential electric 
field at the boundaries between materials is natural. 
72 satisfy tangential magnetic field continuity special 
treatment of the bourldarles is done. Eight-node 
quadrilateral isooarametri r elements are used. To solve 
large algebraic system, tihich is the result of FEM 
discretiiation, effective methods are used. Jnput of 
the ferrite properties may be done with using either 

Im ~1 = D-‘awyMo% H (w2+w2) 
0 n 

Re pa= D-JwyMo($& 

Im p,= D-‘crwyMo2w2 

D = (w~-o~>~+ 4a2w4 
II 

external functions or table data. 

(8) 

EMPEnANCE CALCULATI~jj 
where M cl 

is inductance of saturation of the ferrite, 

a - loss parameter, y - gyromagnetic constant. Modes 

Impedance 34 tale caui+ is defined as 

J Ez j:do 
z z 

J2 c 

(6) 

spectrum and impedance values for this case are shown 
at Fig. 2c for II = 210 G, m,, = 420 MHz, a = 0.1 . 0 
If the external field is switched off and for the 
dependence of the permeability versus frequency shown 
in Fig. 3 modes spectrum and impedance values are 
shown at Fig. 2d. 

Compari son shows that results are essential 
different in frequency regions where ferrite5 
properties strongly depend on frequency. 

If losses in the ferrite are relatively small, we 

where I is total current. 
can neglect with imaginary parts of p, p, and E in (3) 

0 

To avoid the losses in precision with numerical 
and solve problem for two variables. From the theory of 
cavity excitation it is known, that maximum of the 

differentiation, let ~1s transform (6) to: fie!d amplitude corresponding to cavity eigenmode with 
frequency ok reathes at: 

4n2i 

J 
t 2 = -- rt! 2 drdz - 

2 Q8r 
CY a.0 

where L is the cavity length. 

APPLICATION 

Ln i 
(7) 

(9) 

where Q is quality factor. If Q is large enough (losses 
are small ) we can calculate resonance position in 
lossles approximation. Because for this approximation 
only two variable are needed in general case, it 
results in CPU time reduction. Special version of the 
code for sol vi ng (3) in lossles approximation was 
developed. 

As the example fur calculation, consider possible SUMMARY 

design of the ferrite- tunable cavity (Fig. 1) for kaon 
factory synchrotron. There is LANL proposal CSI to use Special code was developed to calculate in 2D 

for this purpose perpendicular bias field for changing approximation electromagnetic field distribution exited 
effective ferrite permeability. It is known, that if with the beam given in the cavities filled with 
perpendicularly biased ferrite is near saturation (ReH, gyrotropic lossy material. Taking into account the 

=1 in (2)), RF losses in the ferrite drops drastically 
dependence of material properties versus frequency 
al 1 ows to 

f31. It allows to construct RF cavities with high 
estimate more reliable cavity 

characteristirs. 
accelerating voltage at the gap. Consider the cavity 
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Fig. 1 Ferrite-tunable cavity, i- ferrite ring, 2- RF 
ceramic window, 3- accelerating gap. 
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Fig. 3 Example of permeabi 1 ity vs frequency for 
dispersive ferrite. 
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c’ ,‘> +--&-& y ,“’ 13 ,I Fig. 2 a) Modes spectra in the 
cavity without ferrite, b) one in 
approximation of isotropic die- 
lectric, c) in approximation of 
qyrotropic material, d) for dis- 
persive 1055~ ferrite 


